ALLEGRO’S TUNED PORT ENHANCES DEEP BASS TONES — THE RESULT: A FULLER, RICHER SOUND FOR YOUR STEREO ENJOYMENT!

Zenith Allegro Speaker System —
Each speaker has a 6½” woofer and 3½” horn tweeter plus an opening on the front called a tuned port. The combined result is rich, resonant sounding bass that you’ve got to hear!

AM/FM/Stereo FM Tuner with Digilite Dial Scale Selector—
"Computer style" numerals light up when you select the AM or FM band.

Two plus Two
Speaker Matrix —
Add two Allegro speakers and enjoy 4-dimensional sound from your regular stereo records and added realism from the new 4-channel matrix records.

The CALLIS MODEL F589W
- Solid-state AM/FM/Stereo FM tuner/amplifier with digilite automatic dial scale selector
- Stereo Precision Record Changer with Micro-Touch 2G Tone Arm and 8-track cartridge tape player
- Two Allegro 1000 speakers
- Two plus Two speaker matrix for a "four dimensional" sound effect

The BON VIVANT MODEL F586X
- Contemporary White color cabinetry with Blue accents
- Speakers have Blue grilles — Allegro 2000 speakers

The DEL RAY MODEL FSBBW
- AM/FM/Stereo FM with "Digilite" scale selector
- Cassette tape player/recorder
- Two plus Two speaker matrix — Allegro 1000 speakers

The CALLIS MODEL F589W
- Target tuning indicator and flywheel tuning
- 8-track tape player — Two plus Two speaker matrix
- Two Allegro 3000 speakers

Hundreds of other Brand Name Audio Components fully demonstrated by our EXPERTS in two Professional Sound Rooms
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